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Hear from Tom Hines (DHA) and La Monte Yarborough (HHS OIG) as they discuss health infosec with moderator Amy Kluber, managing editor at GovernmentCIO Media & Research. Also, Katie Arrington (DOD), Jothi Dugar (NIH), Venice Goodwine (USDA) and Leslie Harlien (Dell Technologies) participated in a panel on Women in Cyber Leadership, moderated by Jackie Medina, from GovernmentCIO. In addition, Timothy Amerson (VA), Sean Connelly (CISA, John Fanguy (Micro Focus) and Ronald Ross (NIST) shared ideas about cyber resiliency, on a panel moderated by GovernmentCIO's own Raymond Lo Presti.

Topics included safeguarding protected patient information tied to COVID-19 hospital admissions, to ensuring data integrity for clinical vaccine research and the
timely delivery of medical supplies.